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The Stable Behavior of the Augmentzti~n Qucsients 
of the Groups of Order .a” 
1 L IiXTRODtJCTiGX 
Let G be a group, ZG its integral group ring, and d = A G <-L- augmentatron +i-p 
ideai of ZG. Recentiy, there has been considerable interest in determining the 
stxcture of the ailgmentation quotients Q,(G) = Llri!Llz+i, 7; > 1 (see, for 
example, the bibliography of [3, 61). I 
^ < n order to determine tne s:r:xture 31 tile 
Xbeiian groups Q%(G) for finite G, it suffices to consider the CESf: &at G jc ‘1 .,C_ 
finite P-group (Passi [4]). If G is a finite ni!potent group of :&se c; thea tilere 
e.xist natural numbers n, and r, r dividing 1.c.m. {l; Z,..., E), such that QJG.> 2 
&,+,(G) for all IZ > z,, (Bachmann and Griinenfelder [:I). if rr-e take “a and in 
as small as possible, then we shall call the ordered sequence 
Between is: 4j the structure of the augmentation cuo‘cients &(G) is :inoKc 
for all gro-ps of order $a except for the non-abelian grO!qI 
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groups. We do this by explicitly constructing free Z-bases for the powers of the 
augmentation ideal. From these bases the structure of the augmentation quotients 
is determined In particular, we find the stable behavior of Q*(G) for the two 
groups in question, namely: 
(1) If Gr is the non-abelian group of order p8 and exponent p”, then for 
alln>2p- 1, 
Qn(Gl) E Cfptl) 
(where Cg’ denotes the direct sum of n copies of C,). 
(2) If Ga = C, x C,, , then for all n > 2p - 1, 
Qn(GJ s C$+” x Cpa . 
Thus in both cases n, = 2p - 1 and o = 1. We use result (2) to determine the 
structure of the graded ring associated with ZGs (cf. [Sl). Finally, vre summarize 
the stable behavior of Q*(G) for all groups of order $9. 
2. SOME hELIMINARY kNJLTS 
Let G be a finitep-group with lower central series G = n(G) > rs(G) > .**> 
rc(G) > r&3 = 1. n e we&ht w(g) of g E G is defined by w(g) = i if 
g E AWi,(G), w(l) = 00. It is well knovm that if g f 1, then g - 1 E A”(g) 
(see [2], for example). 
In this section we establish a number of lemmas of the sort that certain elements 
of ZG lie in sufficiently high powers of the augmentation ideal. We shall be 
making continual use of the identity 
(x _ 1)P = -“c’ (p) (x - 1y i- b” - 1) 
j-1 
= $1 a,p(x - 1)' + @" - 1) 
whereajEZanda, = 1. 
(1) 
L~mt~a2.1. LetxEGhemderp,BEZG,andA=B(x-l)orA= 
(x - l)B. IfpmA E da, then, p”+lA E dn+(p-l)s(=‘. 
proof. Assume A = B(x - 1) and pmA E An. Then 
pmJqx - l)p-1 Ed’ 9 r = II + (p L 1) w(X). 
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P--l 
p”A(s - I)“-1 = p”B(x - ])P = - z ajp+lqy - ]>’ 
j=l 
where q E 2, al = 1. Thus 
p”‘-lJ 1 T 
t 
$1 aj(s - l)j-1) = -pm+ _ ~)~-l 
p”‘:lA(l - 6) ZE 0 mod A’, 
where SE A. Since 6 is nilpotent mod A’, 1 - 8 is a unit mod A’ and, heme, 
pmylA E br, as desired. 
The case A = (.x - 1)B is handled in a similar manner. 
cOROLL4RY 2.2. Let x E G haze orderp. For m > 0, p”(x- i) E A~l-s(+-l~lic!J!s 
Proqf. The result follow-s by induction on 111. 
LEMhL4 2.3. Let y E G have order p2. For k >, I, (?P - 1)” E Afti) WI&-~ 
t(h) = p(k - I) w(r) J- w(y). 
ProoJ The assertion holds for k = 1. Let k > 1 azd assume it holds for k. 
Since t(k - 1) = pw(~pj -!- t(k), (y - lj+P - 1)” E A::‘;+. By (I), 
(y - ])P(yJ - 1)” = -yajp(y - ])j(y” - ]jj: - (y” - j)X-1, 
j-1 
where aj E 2. For allj > 1, (~7 - l)f(y” - i)” E A~(~;~~(k). SinceTF has order p. 
it follows from Lemma 2.1 that p(y - l)‘(yp - 1)” E As, s = z,(y) -L t(k) -+ 
(p - I j w(Y~) > $w(J) $ t(k) = t(k f 1). Thus, (J+ - ! it-1 E Ai’k’ll;. 
LEY&L4 2.4. Lety E G have orderpp. For k > 1, m > 0, pnr(yp - 1)” E At(icrn! 
zhere 
t(k, mj = (p(k - 1) 1 mp(p - 1)) m(y) + w(yp). 
Proof. For m = 0, this is Lemma 2.3. Let WI > 0 and ass&me the kmm~ 
holds for ;n and all k >, 1. Then 
P’“(,” _ 1)“‘~1 E AtW~4.m) = AtW.W-i:. 
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Also, 
R-l 
p"(yP - l)R'P-1 = -c ajpPn'l(yP _ 1)W-1, 
j=l 
where UJ E Z, U, = 1. Thus 
ph+l(yP - 1)” (1 + 8) 3 0 mod ~U.I)OT~), 
where 6 E d. Since 6 is nilpotent mod Dksrn+l), 1 - 6 is a unit mod d*cksrn+l) and, 
therefore, pmS1( yp - 1)” E d f(P.$n+l). The lemma thus holds by induction on tn. 
LEM~M 2.5. Let x E G have order p and y E G hate order pp, w(x) < w(y). 
For i, k > 1, (x - l)i(yP - 1)’ E dU((mk), where u(i, k) = (i + p - 1) m(x) -+ 
(P@ - 1) + 1) W(Y). 
Proof. Ke proceed by induction on k. We have (x - l)i (y - 1)~ E dr, 
where r = iw(.v) + pw(y) > (i A p Y 1) w(x) + w(y) = u(i, 1); so 
(x - 1)’ (y - 1)p E D(~~l). Also 
D-l 
(X - l)i(y - 1)’ = - C Ujp(X - l)i(y - 1)j I (X - l)i(y’ - l), 
i=l 
where aj E 2. For all j >, 1, (x - 1)5 (y - 1)’ E d9, s = iw(x) + w(y), and so, 
by Lemma 2.1, p(x - l)i (y - 1)’ E df, t = iw(x) -; w(y) f (p - 1) w(x) = 
u(i, 1). It follows that (x - 1)” (yp - 1) E dUuvl) and, hence, that the lemma 
holdsfork = 1 andalli>, 1. 
Let k > 1 and assume the lemma holds for k and all i > 1. Then 
(x _ l)i (y _ l)P(yP _ 1)k ~~u(i.k)-mm) = du(i.B+l). 
But 
(x - l)“(y - l)P(y” - 1)” 
D-l 
= -jz ajp(X - l)‘(y - I)‘(y’ - 1)” + (X - l)“(yp - l)k+l, 
where aJ E Z. For allj > 1, (x - 1)” (y - 1)J (yD - 1)” ED, r = u(i, k) 7 w(y) 
and so, by Lemma 2.l,p(x - 1)’ (y - 1)J (yp - 1)‘: e ds, s = u(i, K) + w(y) + 
(p - 1) w(y*) > u(i, k) 7 pm(y) = u(i, k f 1). It follows that 
@ _ l)i (uP _ 1)"4E ~U(i,Bil). 
LEMMIX 2.6. Let x, y ,be as in Lemma 2.5. For m 2 0, k > 1, 
p”(x - l)i (yP - 1)” E ~umm’ f&here 
u(i, k, m) = (i + p - 1) w(x) + (p(k - 1) + 1 -; mp(p - 1)) w(y). 
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Pmof. We proceed by induction on m. For m = 0 this is Lemma 2.5. Let 
rn > 0 and assume the lemma holds for 111. By the induction hypothesis. 
pyx _ 1)' (p _ 1)"~P-l E ~uci,k-r-1.n; = ~":i.I-'.'"-l;* 
T'hus, 
3-l 
,z ajpm-l(y _ l)'(.y _ l)k-j-: Edu';J:.~~!-;', 
L 
1:.here Q,~ E Z, a, = 1. Proceeding as in the proofs of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4 ~1-2 
find that pm-l(x - 1)’ (?I) - 1)” E ~u(lA.~~~-l!. 
3. A BASIS FOR A* 
Let G be a p-group of order pr and let w be the weight function defined on G 
in Section 2. A p-reJined uniqueness basis for G is an ordered r-tuple of elements 
of G, S = (A+: , xa ,..., x,.), satisfying 
6: tx(Xl’I: < w(xz) < ... < w(x,), 
(ii) every g E G has a unique expression 
PROPO~ITIOS 3.1. If G is a J;nite p-group, then G has a p-refined uniqueness 
basis. 
Proof. Let G > HI > Ha > .** > H, > H,,, = 1 be a refinement of the 
lower central series such that each Hi u G and each Hi,‘Hi_1 has crder p. Choose 
Xi E H<\Hf-l 9 i = 1, 29..., r. It is easily rerified that S = (x: , X? ,..., x,.! is 2. 
p-refined uniqueness basis for G. 
Let X = (Xl , s, ,...) . Y r ) be a fixedp-refined p-reiicecl uniqueness basis for G. 
A proper sequence (Y = (e, , e, ,..., e,) is an ordered r-tupk of nonnegative 
integers; if 0 < ei < p for all i, then a. is a basic sequence; n’e set -3 = (0, O,..., 3; 
Clearly there are 1 G , = pr basic sequences. The set of proper sequences is wei 
ordered under the lexicographic order. The weight of the proper sequence 
‘0 cx = 1-1 , e‘J ,..., e,) is W(a) = x ec(.ri)ei . Corresponding to each proper (bask 
sequence IT = (ei , e, ,..., e,) is the proper (basic) product 
P(e) = (x1 - l)“‘(xs - 1)” .** (.r, - I)‘r; P(0) = 1. 
The folbwing is proved in essentially the same manner as the corresponding 
results in [22]. 
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PROPOSITIOK 3.2. Let G be a finite p-group and X a p-rejned un@eness basis 
for G. Then 
(a) The set of basic products P( 01 is a jiee Z-basis for ZG. The set of basic ) 
products P(u), ar + 0, is a free Z-basis for AC . 
(b) An is spanned owr Z by all proper products P(u), W(a) > n. 
Consider now- the two groups of order pa, 
Gl = (x, y : xp = yp’ = [x, y”] = 1, [x, y] = yp}, 
G, = C, x C,? = (x, y : .t?’ = yp* = [x, y] = 1). 
In each case X = (x, y, y”) is ap-refined uniqueness basis with w(x) = w(y) = 1; 
in the first group w( yp) = 2 and in the second group w( yp) = 1. This similariQ- 
in the uniqueness bases allows us to treat the two groups simultaneously. 
Let G be a group of order pa having a p-refined uniqueness basis X = (x, y, ys) 
with w(x) = w(y) = 1, w( y P) < 2, xP = yp’ = 1. We partition the set of 
proper sequences into four classes 
I. a = (0, j, O), 
II. a: = (i, j, O), i>l; 
III. (Y = (0, j, k), It> 1; 
rv. u = (i, j, k), i, k > 1. 
For each (Y in classes II, III, and IY we define a nonnegative integer m&(n) for 
each R 2 1 as follovrs: 
II. Let 01 = (i, j, 0), i > 1. Then m,(n) is the least nonnegative integer m 
satisfving 
i,j-m(p-l)>,n. 
It is not difficult to shorn that 
m,(n) = [ 
n--(i+j+ 1) 
P-1 
I1 1 ! I 
where, for an>- real number 8, 




III. Let (Y = (0, j, k). k > 1. Then m,(n) is the least nonnegative integer 
m satisfving 
j -+ p(k - 1) + w(yP) + mp(p - 1) > n. 




n - (j-i- p(K - 1) -i- w(p) - 1) T lf 
P(P - 1) 1 
(4: 




m,(n) = [ 
tz-(i-jThp-- i) 
4 P(P--1) -- 
I -.. 
i’. 
It follows from Corollary 2.2 and Lemmas 2.4 and 2.0 that if 31 is of type TX. 
III, or IV, then pmJn)P(a) E An. 
PROPOSITIOS 3.3. Let G be Q group of order p3 hakrzg R p-refined uniquepress 
basis X = (x, y, yp) ecith w(x) = w(y) = l, .r? = .& = I. For a~:-;* n > i 
4 n has a free Z-basis an consisting of 
(i) (y - l)‘, n<j<n-p-2, 
(ii) p fc&)p(oL) 
where z runs through all basic sequences of t>-pe II, 111, and IS-. 
Proof The elements in (i) and (ii) are all in An and there are ps - 1 = 
rank(dnj of themn (cf. [2]). Th us we need only show that they span 4”. Let 5 
be the Z-linear span of the elements in (i) and (ii). Aiso we denote by S, the 
subgroup of S spanned by the elements in (i) and the elements pnlJfl)P(.~)? z oi 
type III. We first pro\-e 
(a) Let a be a proper sequence of type IT-. Then p’“P(r) E S for ail 
m >, ttz,(nj. 
We verif!+ (a) by induction over the well-ordered set of proper sequences. 
If z is basic, then P**(~)P(~) E S and so, for tn > nz,(n), P~~~P(~) E S. In particular. 
(a) holds for 1 = (1, 0, l), the smallest proper sequence of type IT. So let 
Y > (i, G, 1) and assume (a) holds for all ,6 < Y, /3 of type II-. If Y is basic, :xe 
are finished. So we ma>- assume that (Y is net basic. There are three cases tr 
consider. 
cfise i. Y = (i,j, k), h >,p. 
Using (!) we can write pl”P(a) = - ~~~~ asp~+lP(~J v-here a, E Z and 
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~,=(;,j,~-p++),l~s~p-l.~owar,<~,~~~isoftypeIT’and,b~the 
definition of m&z), 
i+j+(k-p+s)p+(m+ l)p(p- 1) 
> i - j + kp + mp(p - 1) 2 tt. 
Thus m + 1 > m&a) and so, by the induction hypothesis, p”“P(zJ E s, 
1 < s < p - 1. Therefore p”p(z) E S. 
Case 2. a = (i, j, k), j 2 p. 
By (l), p”P(a) = - Czl a,pm+V’(ctB) f p”P(q,), where a, E 2, aI = 
(6 i - P +~,k),1~~~p-l,and~=(i,j-p,k-i-1).Kow~~,<a,a,is 
of type IP and, by the definition of m,(n), 
i’(j-p-s)hkp+(m+ l)p(p-I) 
> ;-j-k.plmp(p- l)>n. 
Thus m f I >, m,,(n) and so, by the induction hypothesis, p+lP(aJ E S, 
1 <s<p- l.Also~<a,~isoftypeJSand 
i-(j-p)f(k+l)p+mp(p-I) 
=i+jTkp+mp(p-l)>n. 
Thus m > m&r) and, by the induction hypothesis, pnrP(czJ E: S. It follows 
thatj.PP(a) E S. 
Case 3. a = (i, j, k), i > p. 
This case is handled in essentially the same manner as case 1. 
In a manner entirely analogous to the proof of (a) we prove 
(b) Let (X be a proper sequence of type III. Then PLOP E S, for all 
m > m,(n). 
(c) Let 01 be a proper sequence of type II. Then p”P(a) E S for all 
m 2 m,(n). 
As in the proof of (a) we may assume that a is not basic and that (c) holds for 
all /3 < E, /? of type II. There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1. a=(i,j,O),j>p. 
Then pmP(a) = - CfIi a#+lP(aJ + p”P(,o) where a, E Z. a8 = 
(i, j - p + s, 0), 1 < s < p - 1, aa = (i, j - p, 1). We show, as in previous 
cases, that p”-lP(a,) E S, 1 < s < p - 1. Xow za is of type IV and 
and so, by (a), p’“P(aJ E S. Hence p”P(a) E S. 
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Cuse 2. x=(i,j,O),i>p. 
This case is handled in a manner similar to those above. 
(d) Let d = (0, j, 0) be a proper sequence of @pe I. Ifj > rr, then P(z) E S.,. 
We prcceed by induction on j. If n <j < n 7 p - 2, then P(z) E S, by 
definition. So we may assume that j > n - p - 1 and that (y - 1)’ E S, for 
all f: n < ; < j. Then 
If 1 <s<p- 1, then j>j-p-ran and so (y- l)j-p-8ESw by rhe 
induction hypothesis. The proper sequence 8 = (0, j - p- 1) is of type III and 
(j-$)Tm(yP)>j-p+ 1 >,n. 
Thus, b>- (b), f(P) = (y - I)‘-p(p - 1) E S, . It follows that (;; - 1)’ E S, . 
Kow let O! be an]- proper sequence, W(U) > 12. If P(X) = (7 - l)‘, thenj > n 
and, by (d), P(m) E S, C S. If cx = (i, j, 0) is of tj-pe II, then i $ j > R and, 
b:: (c), P(Z) E S. If (Y = (0, j, k) is of G-pe III, then 
j - p(h - 1) I m(yp) = j y ku(yn) + (p - ec(y9))(K - !) 
> j + hz.c(yP) = TV(a) > n, 
and so, by (b), P(E) E S, C S. Finak, if J = (i, j. k) is of type K, then 
i+j-kp>iLjTkw(y”) = W((a)>n, 
and, by (a), P(m) E S. Thus P(E) E S for all proper sequences 2 with W(u) 2 n. 
BJ Proposition 3.2(b), An C S and the proof of Proposition 3.3 is compiete. 
4. THE .kGYESTATlOS QUOTIESTS 
Let us 5s: consider the non-abelian group 
For this group, w(yp) = 2. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Gl be as above, For any FZ > 1. A*‘: has a free ,Zhi~ 
%,,-1 consisting cf the elements 
(i) $(y - l)“, (y - l)nyl ,..., (y - l)n-‘-a; 
(ii) pmlfn+l)P(s), LI! basic of type II, III, or IF-. 
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Proof. Let X = Wnfl n Q,, so that 
9!lnT1 = x u {(y - l)“-P-l}, V& = .S u {p(y - 1)“). 
(y - 1)+4)-i = -p(y - 1)” - z cp) (y - l)+-*l+ (y - I)“--l(y” - 1). 
The proper sequence /3 = (0, n - 1, 1) is of type III and W(j3) = n + 1. 
Hence, by (b) in the proof of Proposition 3.3, P@) = (y - l)n-l(y” - 1) E 
S, C (X). Also, each (y - l)nf*-l E X, 2 < s < p - 1. It follows from (*) that 
$3 n+l and V?ZmT1 span the same subgroup of A and, thus, that Q,, is a free 
Z-basis for A”+l. 
Comparing the bases &l?* and Q,, for Aa and A+l, respectively, u-e see that 
Qn(G1) is an elementary Abelian p-group of rank s, = 1 + t, where t is the 
number of basic sequence OL of type II, III, or IV such that W& -I- 1) > m,(n). 
For each of expressions (3)-(5) for m,(n) denote byT,(n) the expression 
occurring inside the square brackets, that is, m,(n) = [T,(n)]. We note that 
the coefficient pnz*(n) of P(a) in -B’, increases in a regular manner with rr as soon 
as n is large enough that T,(n) > 0. For example, for a fixed n, the minimum 
value of T&z) as OL ranges over all basic sequences of type IV occurs for the 
basicsequence(p - 1,p - 1,~ - 1) and, in this case, T&z) = (R - (2~ - l))/ 
p(p - 1); thus T,(n) 2 0 for all basic 01 of type IV if and only if n > 2p - 1. 
If n > 2p - 1, then it is easily verified that T,(n) 2 0 for all basic Q of types II 
and III also. Hence, T,(n) >, 0 for all basic (Y of types II, III, and If if and only 
ifn>Yz,=2p- 1. Once n exceeds no , then for all basic 01 of type II, m,(n) 
increases by 1 when n increases by p - 1 and, for all basic (Y of type III or IT’, 
m,(n) increases by 1 when n increases by p(p - 1). 
Xow let n > n, . Then m&z + 1) > m,(n) if and only !!“,(a T 1) is an integer. 
We consider the three cases seperately. 
II. u = (i, j, 0) is basic of type II. Then T&z - 1) is an integer if and 
only if 
i+j=n mod(p - 1). 
For any of the permissible values of j, 0 < j < p - 1, the congruence uniquely 
determines i in the range 1 < i < p - 1. Hence there are exactly p basic OL of type 
II such that rn&(n 1 1) > m,(n). 
III. z = (0, j, R) is basic of type III. Then T&z + 1) is an integer if 
and only if 
j;p(K-l)=n-2 modcp(P - 1)). 
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This congruence is equivalent to the pair of simultaneous congruences 
j+p(k- 1) =n-2 mod(p - 1). j+p(k- 1) SE n-2 mod($). 
that is, 
j--Rn-1 mod(p - l), j-n-2 mod(pj. 
Since 0 < j < p - 1, j is uniquely determined by the second congruence aEd 
then rhe first congruence uniquely determines k in the rage 1 < k < $ - i. 
Thus there is only one basic cr of type III such tha1 wzn,$ - 1) > nt,(n). 
IT. 3 = (i, j, k) is basic of type IV. Ther. T1(n - 1) is an integer if 
and only if 
;+j-kp=n mod(p(p - ! )j. 
This is equivalent to the simultaneous congruences 
i-j+kp=t,z mod@ - I), i-!-j-kpxr! mod(p): \ 
that is 
i+j+k-n mod(p - I), i--jcn mod(p). 
Sow i can assume any of p - 1 x-alues, 1 <iQp- i.CxxeiIschosen,rhe 
second congruence uniquely determines j in the range Q <j < p - !. Omx I 
and j are gken, the first congruence determines k Ixiquely ir, :he range ! < 
k < p - 1. Hence there are p - 1 basic Y of tye If such that f~,(n - 1) > 
%W 
It follows that Q.(G1) is an elementary -1belian p-group of rank J, = ! --- 
p - 1 - ($ - 1) = 2~ L 1. Thus 
PROPOSITIOX 4.2. Let G = Gl as de$tjed above. For al! n > 2p - I. 
C&(G) E C$pT1’. 
‘in order to deal with the group Gz = C, x C,, , p a prime, we need a few- 
additional lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let G = (a:) be cyclic of order d. Ther, AC’1 kas a ,+ee Z-bmij 
g2, = ((a - 1)i : n <j <la 1 d - 2;. 
Proof. Each element of 9,, lies in Ati and i Q:n : = d - 1 = rank(A%j. 
Thus it only remains to show- that 9, spans An. So;:- A” is spar-ned by the 
elements (a - I)‘, j > n. By induction on j, making use of identity (I). it is 
easily seen that (a - 1)’ E <5?J. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let G = A x B. Then 
(i) A, =A,-Ad,+d,dB, 
92-l 
(ii) Aon = dAn + djrn + ,& A,‘A;-‘, II > 2. 
Proof. (i) follows from the identity 
ub - 1 = (a - 1) 1 (b - 1) 1. (a - l)(b - 1). 
From (i) it follows that 
A,’ C A,2 + A,* L A,As C doe 
and so (ii) holds for n = 2. The general result follows by induction on n. 
LEM~ 4.5. Let G = C, x C,r and let X = (x, y, y)p be up-reJined unique- 
ness basis for G. For any n > 1, An has afiee Z-basis &II consistitlg of the elements 
(i) (y - lY, n<j<njp2-2 
(ii) p-(n)P(a) 
where (Y runs through all basic sequences of types II and IV. 
Proof. Let us set A = <x) and B = (y). Then by Lemma 4.4, An = 
(AAl + x,E: A,jA;-j) + A,n. The set of elements 
-7/, = [pma(n)P(ar): 3 basic of type II or IY] 
is contained in A,” 1 xi”=;’ A,jA;-j and the set of elements 
Yn = {(y - 1)‘: n <j < n + p - 2} u (pw*(n)P(a): (Y basic of type III} 
is contained in Asa. Since 9, = %7c, u Y?~ is a basis for An, it follows that Y/, 
is a basis for A,“. Replacing Yrn by the basis 9, of Lemma 4.3 gives us a new 
basis Yn v 9, = &,, for A”. 
LEM~M 4.6. Let G and X be us in Lemma 4.5. For any n > 1, A”:l has a 
free Z-basis Sn+l consisting of 
(i) p2(y - I)“, (y - l)“+l,..., (y - l)n:pe-2, 
(ii) pnlz(n+ll)P(~), 3 basic of type II or IV. 
Proof. This result is derived from Lemma 4.5 in the same way as Lemma 4.1 
was derived from Proposition 3.3. 
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Comparing the bases B, and SnTI for d” and d+-l, respective!?, we see that 
Q,,(G) z C,, x C, (‘1 where t is the number of basic 2 of ts-pe If or IS for which 
q(n + 1) > m&z). In exactly the same way as for the case of the non-abelian 
group GI it can be shown that for all n > 2p - 1 there are p basic LY of type II 
and p - ! basic OL of type IV such that m,(n - 1) > q(n). Thus, t = p - 
(p-Ij=2p-landwehave 
PROPOSITIOS 4.7. Let G = C,, x C, . For ali’ 12 > 2p - 1. 
Q,(G) E C, x Cf’-l’. 
5. AK ~PLICATIOX 
Proposition 4.7 may be used to determine the structure of the associated 
graded ring gr ZG, G = C,r x C, . For any group G tbe filtration ZG = 
dO3dlId2-J ... of ZG determines a graded ring gr ZG = &,. d’idi-l in a 
C2t1ir21 W2V. ff G is Abelian, generated by x1 , x4 ,..., xl: , then there is an 
epimorphism of graded rings 4: ZIXl , X, ,...: XJ + gr ZG cieterm:med by 
X: -+ (xi - 1) 1 da. If *vi has order ni , then ziXi is in the kernel n of 4. 
Kow iet G = CD1 x C, be generated by elements x and _y of orders p and p”, 
respectively. Then the kernel n of 4: Z[X, I-] + gr ZG contains the elements 
pX and paI1 Passi and Vermani [5l show that d also contains the element 
X2p-lY - XPY~. Let (1, be the ideal of Z[X, Y] generated by pX, p’i’-, and 
X21’-lY - XPYP and set R = Z[X, Y],‘Ao . Let 6: R + gr ZG be the epimor- 
phism of graded rings induced by+. Let iIf,, be the additive subgroup of Z[X, E-i 
generated by the monomials of degree n and ..u, its image in R. T:?en$ maps 3?% 
onro d”,‘L:+l; let & be the restriction of 6 to -ufi . Tt foll0~r-s from the res-ults of 
Passi and TVermani that & is an isomorphism for rz < 2~ - 1. Let n >, 2~. 
Then -Un is spazned bj- the elements J?Pn-j, 0 <j Q n. ‘i’sing the fact thz -- 
XPE’P = lpfl-lY it is easily seen that each of the elements ,vp-i Is equai to 
one of the elements Xaz, Pn, SPfl-j, or X+-JYj, 1 .< j < $ - I. The element 
pi has crder pa (since p2Yef10) and the elements In, 13~‘n-~f and Xn-;p;; 
1 < j < p - 1, each have order p (since pX E A,). Thus -vfi is generated by one 
element of crder p2 and 2p - 1 elements of order p. Hence -vn is a homomorphic 
image of CDc >( C$ep-l;. But $,, : -vn + dn/A~r.-r z CD, ?< Cif’-i! (3y 4.7) is 
an epimorphism and, therefore, must be an isornorphism. Thus 
PRO~C~ITXOS 5.1. Let G = C,, x C, and let gr ZG be the nssociatJgra.ded 
ring. Let rl be the ideal of the poiynomial ring Z[X, y generated by tire elemerrts p9. 
pT, anal X3-‘Ev - XpYp. Then gr ZG E Z[X, Y];;?. 
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In this final section we summarize the results on the stable behal-ior of the 
augmentation quotients of the groups of order ~3. 
(1) G = C, x C, x C, 
n,=2p- 1, n- = 1, Q),,(G) E C~*+p+l) 
P=i M). 
(2) G = C, x C, 
n, = 2p - 1, m-= 1, Q*,(G) E C9 x Cfp--l) 
(Proposition 4.7). 
(3) G = C,, 
n, = 1, 77 = 1, Q&3 = C,s 
(Passi [4]). 
(4) G = <x, y, I: xp = yp = p - .2  1x, z] = [y, 21 = 1, [x, y] = a) 
p an odd prime 
n, = 2p- 1, lr = 2, Q,,(G) ~ @lmh+lP) 
(Lo=Y-L-eY [31) 
(5) G = <x, y: x4 = r” = 1, 3cg = y8 = [x, y]> 
n, = 3, 7f = 1, Q,(G) E C:’ 
(Losey-Losey [3]). 
(6) G=(x,y:xP=y~‘*=[x,y~]=l,[x,y]=yP> 
n, = 2p - 1, 7r = 1, Q,(G) G f$‘+” 
(Proposition 4.2). 
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